
The Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) is a multilateral
trade deal that would see countries around the Pacific Rim
commit to many aspects of international commerce. Canada,
Australia and New Zealand are currently involved in
negotiations in developing the Agreement with Brunei, Chile,
Singapore, Peru, Malaysia, United States, and Vietnam. 

However, negotiations are being carried on behind closed
doors. Representatives of the Green Parties of Australia, New
Zealand and Canada, meeting at the Canadian Green Party
convention in Sidney, BC, expressed a range of misgivings about
the apparent shape of the Agreement.

Their joint statement first expresses concerns about the
‘fundamentally undemocratic and non-transparent nature of
ongoing secret discussions’. The statement continues, ‘…the
agreement has the potential to undermine the ability of our
governments to perform effectively…the TPP provisions could
hinder access to safe, affordable medicines, weaken local content
rules for media, stifle high-tech innovation, and even restrict the
ability of future governments to legislate for the good of public
health and the environment.’

Some details of the TPP draft have been leaked, and the
investment chapter appears to provide for foreign corporations
to sue governments in a ‘private international tribunal’ if their
parliaments or local governments pass laws that reduce their
profits or adversely affect their businesses. Examples given

include tobacco packaging requirements (as in Canada, newly
adopted in Australia, and forthcoming in New Zealand); laws
requiring labeling of genetically-modified food and drink; and
retention of agricultural regulations, like Canada’s dairy supply
management system. The Australian government has indicated
that it will not agree to these clauses, but Canada and New
Zealand have so far shown no opposition.

It has been suggested that the TPP contains clauses that
would limit internet use by introducing harsh criminal penalties
for non-commercial copyright infringements, and internet
providers having to disclose subscribers’ information without
privacy safeguards. This has already been the subject of debate
in Canada, and has been turned down by the European Union.

From the draft of the Intellectual Property Rights chapter of
the TPP, it would appear that large corporations would have
greater power to limit trade in goods claimed to be subject to
copyright or patent. This might have particular effect when
applied to pharmaceuticals; Australia and New Zealandalready
have state drug-buying agencies which have access to reliable,
low-cost medicines.

The three Green Parties are united in their declaration that
they will only support a fair, genuinely progressive trade
agreement. They call upon current governments to open these
negotiations to public input and comment. 0
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